We consider the two-level uncapacitated facility location problem with single assignment constraints (TUFLP-S), an extension of the uncapacitated facility location problem. We present six mixed-integer programming models for the TUFLP-S based on reformulation techniques and on the relaxation of the integrality of some of the variables associated with location decisions. We compare the models by carrying out extensive computational experiments on large, hard, artificial instances, as well as on instances derived from an industrial application in freight transportation.
Introduction
In this paper, we study and compare several formulations for the two-level uncapacitated facility location problem with single assignment constraints (TUFLP-S), an extension of the uncapacitated facility location problem (UFLP) ( Krarup and Pruzan, 1983 ) . The UFLP consists in selecting a set of depots from potential locations in order to minimize an objective function that includes fixed costs associated with each depot and transportation costs from any depot to each customer. In the two-level uncapacitated facility location problem (TUFLP), the single set of locations is substituted with two tiers of locations (depots and satellites), and the path to each customer must begin at a depot and transit by a satellite. The objective function includes fixed costs associated with the depots and the satellites, fixed costs for establishing connections between depots and satellites, and transportation costs from any depot to each customer, i.e., each path of the form depot-satellite-customer has a corresponding transportation cost. The TUFLP-S imposes the additional restriction that each satellite can be connected to at most one depot. These single assignment constraints appear in a number of applications, most notably in transportation ( Tragantalerngsak et al., 1997 ) and telecommunications ( Chardaire et al., 1999 ) . Note also that, for a large class of TUFLP instances for which the single assignment constraints are not explicitly enforced, there is an optimal solution that satisfies these constraints, due to the structure of the objective function ( Chardaire et al., 1999 ) .
There is a wide body of literature devoted to multi-level facility location problems ( Klose and Drexl, 2005; Melo et al., 2006; Sahin and Süral, 2007; Zanjirani Farahani et al., 2014 ) , which generalize the TUFLP-S. Most papers are dedicated to two-level problems, but some address the general multi-level case, e.g., Kratica et al. (2014) and Ortiz-Astorquiza et al. (2015) . There are two types of mathematical programming models: arc-based ( Kratica et al., 2014; Marín, 2006; Pirkul and Jayaraman, 1996; 1998 ) and path-based ( Barros and Labbé, 1994; Gao and Robinson, 1992; Kaufman et al., 1977; Ro and Tcha, 1984 ) . The comparison between relaxations of these different models is performed both from theoretical and experimental perspectives ( Bloemhof-Ruwaard et al., 1994; Chardaire et al., 1999; Marín and Pelegrin, 1999 ) . For two-level capacitated/uncapacitated facility location problems, exact methods are mainly based on polyhedral approaches or on Lagrangian relaxation. Some authors ( Aardal et al., 1996 ; Baïou and Barahona, 2014; Chardaire et al., 1999; Landete and Marín, 2009 ) have shown how to strengthen the models by adding valid inequalities and facets. Lagrangian relaxations of the models are also considered in several papers ( Barros, 1995; Gendron et al., 2016; Marín and Pelegrin, 1999; Pirkul and Jayaraman, 1996; 1998 ) , exploiting well-known structures in Lagrangian subproblems, such as UFLPs ( Gendron et al., 2016 ) or knapsack problems ( Marín and Pelegrin, 1999; Pirkul and Jayaraman, 1996; 1998 When single assignment constraints are imposed, the literature becomes scarce. To the best of our knowledge, single assignment constraints were first introduced in Tragantalerngsak et al. (1997) for a two-level capacitated facility location problem. The authors describe a Lagrangian relaxation-based branch-and-bound algorithm for solving the problem. We could identify only three references addressing the TUFLP-S: Chardaire et al. (1999) proposes a strengthened formulation, as well as a heuristic method combining Lagrangian relaxation and simulated annealing; Gendron et al. (2015) presents a multi-layer variable neighbourhood search heuristic; Gendron et al. (2016) develops a Lagrangian relaxation method. These three papers focus on the development of efficient solution methods, while the present paper focuses on the modelling of the problem.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we introduce six mixed-integer programming (MIP) models for the TUFLP-S based on reformulation techniques and on the relaxation of the integrality of some of the variables associated with location decisions. One of these formulations was previously considered in Gendron et al. (2016) to derive a Lagrangian relaxation for the TUFLP-S. Second, we compare the models by solving a large number of various instances with a state-of-the-art MIP solver. The results show that, whenever fixed costs at the depots (at the satellites) are significant, it is beneficial to keep the integrality of the corresponding binary variables, but to relax the integrality of the binary variables associated with the satellites (with the depots). In our experiments, poor results are obtained by the reformulation that minimizes the number of binary variables by relaxing the integrality of the two types of location variables.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we present a general formulation for the TUFLP ( Barros and Labbé, 1994 ) and we adapt this model to derive an initial MIP formulation for the TUFLP-S. We then propose five additional MIP formulations and theoretically compare the LP relaxations of these models. The formulations are then compared experimentally in Section 3 . Last, some conclusions are drawn in Section 4 .
Formulations for the TUFLP-S
To define the TUFLP, we introduce the following notation: I is the set of potential depot locations, J is the set of potential satellite locations, and K is the set of customers. Fixed costs and transportation costs are defined as follows: f i , g j and h ij are the nonnegative fixed costs for, respectively, each depot i ∈ I , each satellite j ∈ J and each pair of depot-satellite ( i, j ) ∈ I × J; c ijk is the transportation cost on each path ( i, j, k ) ∈ I × J × K from a depot i to a satellite j to a customer k . Example 1. Fig. 1 shows a small instance of the TUFLP with | I| = | K| = 5 and | J| = 6 . Each depot i ∈ I has a fixed cost f i = 1 and each satellite j ∈ J has a fixed cost g j = 1 , except satellite 0, which has a fixed cost g 0 = , with 0 < < 1. We assume that the fixed cost for any pair ( i, j ) ∈ I × J is h i j = 0 . The instance is constructed in such a way that any arc ( j, k ) ∈ J × K displayed in Fig. 1 belongs to a single path ( i, j, k ) ∈ I × J × K . Hence, we use plain, dotted and dashed lines to easily identify the paths in I × J × K that are shown in Fig. 1 . For instance, path (1, 1, 1) is shown (with a plain line) in Fig. 1 , but not path (1, 1, 2), since the arc (1, 2) between satellite 1 and customer 2 belongs to path (3, 1, 2) shown (with a dotted line) in Fig. 1 . Any path ( i, j, k ) ∈ I × J × K displayed in Fig. 1 has a cost c i jk = 0 , while any other path in I × J × K is assumed to have an arbitrarily large cost. This TUFLP instance is used throughout the text to illustrate the main results. Barros and Labbé (1994) propose to solve the TUFLP with a MIP formulation that uses the following sets of binary variables:
The MIP model, which we denote ( G ), is then written as follows:
subject to
j∈ J
Constraints (2) guarantee the satisfaction of the demand for each customer. Constraints (3) to (5) ensure that fixed costs are incurred for the use of, respectively, depot-satellite pairs, depots and satellites. Since there are no capacity constraints, there always exists an optimal solution to ( G ) where the demand for a single customer is not split across multiple paths, and the integrality requirements on variables x ijk can be relaxed.
In most papers devoted to two-level uncapacitated facility location problems, a particular case is considered by setting the costs on the arcs between depots and satellites to zero ( h i j = 0 for any ( i, j ) ∈ I × J ). For this special case, solution approaches ( Aardal et al., 1996 ; Barros, 1998; Landete and Marín, 2009 ) are based on the MIP formulation that eliminates variables t ij and constraints (3) from ( G ). This does not affect the LP relaxation bounds, since no cost is incurred when variables t ij are set to one.
We now address a variant of the TUFLP that forces each satellite to be connected to at most one depot. For some instances, solutions to ( G ) will naturally satisfy these single assignment constraints. Here, we explicitly consider these constraints to derive MIP formulations that model the TUFLP-S and apply to instances where the single assignment requirements are either satisfied implicitly or need to be enforced.
Formulation ( G ) includes variables t ij to determine whether arc ( i, j ) ∈ I × J is selected or not. We define the following constraints to enforce each satellite to be connected to at most one depot:
By adding these constraints to ( G ) we obtain the weak formulation ( W ) for the TUFLP-S, which is then defined by the objective (1) subject to constraints (2) to (10) .
Example 1 (continued). We use the example of Fig. 1 to show that an optimal solution to the TUFLP might not satisfy the single assignment constraints (10) , i.e., there are instances such that v ( G ) < v ( W ). Indeed, an optimal solution to ( G ) consolidates the demands of customers 3 and 4 at satellite 0, taking advantage of the small fixed cost g 0 = . In such a solution, only depots 3 and 4 need to be opened, along with satellites 0, 1, 3 and 5, allowing to satisfy all customer demands through paths (3, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2), (4, 0, 3), (3, 0, 4) and (4, 5, 5), thus giving an optimal value v (G ) = 5 + .
Clearly, this solution violates constraints (10) , since two ingoing arcs are used at satellite 0, i.e., t 40 + t 30 = 2 > 1 . When constraints (10) are added, we can derive several optimal solutions of value v (W ) = 7 , for instance by opening depots 1 and 5, along with all satellites, except 0, and by using paths (1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 2), (1, 3, 3), (5, 5, 4) and (5, 4, 5) . Note that any solution that opens satellite 0 would incur a cost of v (W ) = 7 + and would not be optimal. Thus, for this instance, we have v (G ) = 5 + < 7 = v (W ) .
The literature on the TUFLP often considers the special case where the transportation costs on the paths are separable by arc, i.e., c i jk = d k a i j + b jk for any ( i, j, k ) ∈ I × J × K . For TUFLP instances that satisfy this property, in addition to h i j = 0 for any ( i, j ) ∈ I × J , it is easy to show that ( G ) and ( W ) are equivalent ( Gendron et al., 2016 ) . We can go one step further and show that the LP relaxations of the two models give the same bound. For any model F , we denote by v ( F ) and F its optimal value and its LP relaxation, respectively.
Proposition 1. For any TUFLP instance such that h
, consider an optimal solution to ( G ) that violates constraints (10) , i.e., i ∈ I t i j > 1 for some j ∈ J . This implies that there is at least one pair of arcs ( i , j ) and ( i , j ) such that t i j > 0 and t i j > 0 . We assume without loss of generality that a i j ≤ a i j . Because t i j > 0 , there exists L ⊆ K, L = ∅ such that x i j l > 0 for l ∈ L and x i j k = 0 for k ∈ K ࢨL . If we move the total flow d l x i j l on path ( i , j , l ) to path ( i , j , l ) for all l ∈ L , we obtain another feasible solution where we can set t i j = 0 . The cost of this solution is necessarily the same as that of the original optimal solution, i.e., we have constructed another optimal solution. By repeating this argument a finite number of times, we eventually end up with an optimal solution to ( G ) that satisfies constraints (10) .
The proof of the equation v (W ) = v (G ) follows the same argument.
Example 1 (continued). It is clear that the instance of Fig. 1 does not satisfy the conditions of Proposition 1 , since, for instance, c 111 = d 1 a 11 + b 11 = 0 and c 211 = d 1 a 21 + b 11 is arbitrarily large imply a 21 is arbitrarily large, but this contradicts c 213 = d 3 a 21 + b 13 = 0 . For this instance, we have seen above that v (G ) = 5 + < 7 = v (W ) . It is interesting to note, however, that v ( G ) = v ( W ) for this instance. Indeed, an optimal solution to the two models splits the flow equally on all 0-cost paths going to each customer, i.e., Fig. 1 . As a result, the location variables assume the following values:
Thus, for the TUFLP solved with model ( G ), the integrality gap is at least 20% (if → 0) and at most 28.6% (if → 1), while for the TUFLP-S solved with model W , the integrality gap varies between 50% (if → 1) and 68% (if → 0).
To improve model ( W ), we propose a reformulation based on a simple property of feasible solutions. For a given satellite j ∈ J , at most one variable t ij can be equal to 1 due to constraints (10) . Moreover, z j is equal to 1 if and only if t i j is equal to 1 for some i , since fixed costs g j are nonnegative. In other words, either z j = t i j = 0 , for any i ∈ I , or there exists a single i ∈ I such that t i j = z j = 1 and t i j = 0 , for any i ∈ I, i = i . On the basis of these observations, we can add to ( W ) the following valid inequalities:
We can then remove constraints (10) , which become redundant, as well as constraints (5) , which are implied by (3) and (11) . We thus obtain the strong formulation ( S ), defined by the objective (1) subject to constraints (2) to (4), (6) to (9) and (11) .
and the inequality can be strict.
Proof. When considering the LP relaxations of ( W ) and ( S ), it is easy to see that (3) and (11) imply (5) and (10) , given that z j ≤ 1, j ∈ J . Hence, ( W ) is a relaxation of ( S ) and v ( W ) ≤ v ( S ) . Example 1 (see below) provides an instance for which the inequality can be strict.
Example 1 (continued). The optimal solution to W given above does not satisfy constraints (11) , since, for any j ∈ J , except 4, we have i ∈ I t ij > z j . An optimal solution to model S does not use either depot 1 or depot 2 (either y 1 = 0 or y 2 = 0 ) and splits the flow equally on all remaining 0-cost paths going to each customer. For instance, if y 1 = 0 , then an optimal solution satisfies x i jk = 1 / 2 , for each ( i, j, k ) ∈ I × J × K such that c i jk = 0 , i = 0, with the remaining variables assuming the following values: Fig. 1 . The optimal value is then v ( S ) = 6 + , corresponding to an integrality gap that varies between 0% (if → 1) and 16.7% (if → 0), which is significantly better than the LP re-
With the objective of reducing the number of binary variables, a reformulation of ( S ) can be obtained by projecting out variables z j using equalities (11) and by reintroducing constraints (10) . This yields a simpler formulation, denoted ( S P ):
subject to (2) to (4), (6) to (10) . As can be seen from the objective (12) , constraints (11) imply that we can attribute the fixed costs g j to every variable t ij .
In any of the three TUFLP-S formulations introduced so far, ( W ), ( S ) and ( S P ), the integrality requirements on variables y i can be relaxed after introducing the following valid inequalities:
Only non-negativity constraints on variables y i have then to be imposed. Adding constraints (13) yields a corresponding model with more constraints, but fewer binary variables than the initial model. Thus, we can derive models ( W C ), ( S C ) and ( S C P ) from formulations ( W ), ( S ) and ( S P ), respectively. Each of these models is obtained from the corresponding one by adding constraints (13) and by relaxing the integrality of variables y i . Note that one of these models, ( S C P ) , has been used in Gendron et al. (2016) to derive a Lagrangian relaxation method.
To summarize, we have introduced six formulations for the TUFLP-S for which the LP relaxations can be compared with the following result:
Proof. To show that, for any formulation ( F ) , we have v ( F ) = v ( F C ) , we have to show that constraints (13) are redundant for ( F ) . The argument is based on constraints (3), (4) and the non-
by constraints (3) . Thus, t i j = x i jk * ≤ j ∈ J x i j k * ≤ y i , by constraints (4) , and constraints (13) 
The four formulations ( S ), ( S P ), ( S C ) and ( S C P ) all provide the same LP relaxation bound. They differ in the binary variables that remain: ( S ) preserves all the decision variables from ( W ), ( S P ) eliminates variables z j , while ( S C ) and ( S C P ) both relax the integrality of variables y i .
The performance of a state-of-the-art MIP software tool when solving these models may thus vary: is it better to mimic the initial formulation ( W ) with ( S ), to minimize the number of binary variables with ( S C P ), or to strike a compromise between these two extremes with ( S P ) or ( S C )? In addition, it is not clear how a state-of-the-art MIP software tool would handle branching with each of these equivalent formulations. In particular, is it better to prioritize branching on variables y i or on variables z j , or to impose no branching priority on the different types of binary variables? Our computational experiments, to be presented next, address these issues, but we first look at the effect of different branching priorities on the instance of Fig. 1 .  Example 1 (continued) . As shown above, an optimal solution to S is given by y 1 = 0 , y i = 1 / 2 , i = 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , z j = 1 / 2 , j = 2 , 4 , z j = 1 , j = 0 , 1 , 3 , 5 , t i j = 1 / 2 for each ( i, j ) ∈ ( I ࢨ{1}) × J shown in Fig. 1 and x i jk = 1 / 2 , for each ( i, j, k ) ∈ I × J × K such that c i jk = 0 , i = 0. If we give priority to branching on variables z j , we would add constraints z j = 0 and z j = 1 for j = 2 or j = 4 . Whatever the variable chosen, z 2 or z 4 , the two branches quickly yield an optimal solution. Indeed, the branch where z j = 0 gives an LP relaxation integer solution of value 7 + , while the branch where z j = 1 provides an LP relaxation integer solution of value 7, and this true whether j = 2 or j = 4 . Thus, when variables z j are given priority, only two nodes are needed to prove optimality, irrespective of the choice of the branching variable. By contrast, if priority is given to variables y i , three cases might happen: 1) y 5 is selected, in which case the branch y 5 = 0 gives an LP relaxation integer solution of value 7 + and the branch y 5 = 1 Table 1 Characteristics of the four industrial TUFLP-S instance sets. Tiny  23  80  175  134  3366  Small  47  160  351  592  28,496  Medium  70  240  526  1236  92,554  Full  93  320  701  2250  222,308 provides an LP relaxation integer solution of value 7, which implies that only two nodes are needed to prove optimality; 2) y 3 or y 4 is selected, in which case the branch y i = 0 produces an LP relaxation integer solution of value 7, but the branch y i = 1 gives an LP relaxation fractional solution of value 6 + 1 / 2 + (the optimal solution to S with the branching variable equal to 1, instead of 1/2), which implies that, if < 1/2, more than two nodes are needed before proving optimality;
3) y 2 is selected, in which case the branch y 2 = 1 provides an LP relaxation integer solution of value 7, but the branch y 2 = 0 gives an LP relaxation fractional solution of value 6 + (the optimal solution to S where y 2 = 0 and all other variables y i assume value 1/2), which implies that, irrespective of the value of , more than two nodes are needed before proving optimality.
Computational results
To compare the computational efficiency of the six formulations, we conducted computational experiments using CPLEX 12.6.1 on a 2.5 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2609 with 128 GB RAM. The testbed includes 430 instances of two types. Instances of the first type are derived from industrial data. They result from subproblems obtained when solving a Lagrangian decomposition for a more complex distribution network design problem ( Gendron and Semet, 2009 ). Their integrality gaps at the root are small, but they are of large size. Instances of the second type are artificial large-size TUFLP-S instances with single assignment generated in Gendron et al. (2016) . They present large integrality gaps at the root node. These difficult instances allow us to study the branching strategies for the different formulations.
More specifically, we report two types of computational results. First, we give gaps and CPU times when solving the LP relaxation and when invoking CPLEX at the root node only. Then, we consider different branching priorities by branching first on either variables y i or z j to determine which branching scheme is more relevant for each type of instance and for each model. We report the total number of nodes, the optimality gap and the CPU time obtained after proving optimality or attaining the CPU limit of 10 hours.
Testbed
The testbed includes two types of instances. Instances of the first type ("I") are divided into four sets of 100 instances derived from a location-distribution problem faced by a retail company ( Gendron and Semet, 2009 ). Each set corresponds to an industrial instance from which 100 TUFLP-S instances inherit their network structure. We list their characteristics in Table 1 , where columns 2 to 4 indicate the number of depots, satellites and customers, respectively, and columns 5 and 6 show the number of depotsatellite arcs in set A ⊆ I × J , and the number of paths in set P ⊆ I × J × K , respectively. Instances in set "Tiny" are roughly one fourth the size of instances in set "Full", those in "Small" half the size, and those in "Medium" three quarters. These TUFLP-S instances are defined on realistic graphs, but present a cost structure that makes them particularly difficult: depots incur the same large fixed cost, while satellites and depot-satellite arcs incur none. Moreover, transportation costs vary greatly depending on the locations on the path. Consequently, the single assignment constraints are not redundant and the general model ( G ) is not valid for these instances.
The second type ("L") of instances were introduced in Gendron et al. (2016) . A set of 30 two-level instances were obtained based on the generator proposed in Kochetov and Ivanenko (2005) to obtain UFLP instances with large integrality gaps. Such UFLP instances, including 150 facilities and 150 customers, are divided into three classes, A, B and C. For instances of class A, all depots are connected to an equal number of customers, while for instances of class B, all customers can be served by an equal number of depots. Class C instances are such that both customers and depots are connected to the same number of the other type of nodes. We used the procedure suggested in Landete and Marín (2009) to transform these UFLP instances into TUFLP instances. For each UFLP instance, the procedure consists in dividing the original arcs into two sets: the arcs associated to 75 depot-customer pairs become satellite-customer arcs in the TUFLP instance, while the arcs associated with the remaining 75 depotcustomer pairs become depot-satellite arcs in the TUFLP instance. We slightly modified the procedure proposed in Landete and Marín (2009) to guarantee that the resulting TUFLP instances are feasible, given the sparsity of the original UFLP instances. Thus, we obtained three sets of instances ("LargeA", "LargeB" and "LargeC") with | I| = | J| = | K| = 75 . We defined costs in such a way that the single assignment constraints have to be imposed explicitly. Thus, these Large Gap instances cannot be solved with formulation ( G ).
Bounds at the root node
Tables 2 and 3 report the average gaps (with respect to the optimal value) and CPU times in seconds when computing the LP relaxations and the root node, respectively, of the six models presented in Section 2 .
For instances of type "I", the LP gaps are identical, irrespective of the model considered. This is not surprising, given that these instances do not have fixed costs associated with satellite location variables and with depot-satellite assignment variables. For instances of type "L", the LP gaps are equal for models ( W ) and ( W C ), and are dominated by those obtained with models ( S ), ( S P ), ( S C ) and (S C P ) , which are identical. This is in accordance with Proposition 3 . As expected, LP gaps are small (less than 1%) for instances of type "I" while they are large (around 20%) for instances of type "L". We observe no difference from one model to the other in terms of computational times. All CPU times are negligible (less than 10 seconds) with the exception of those recorded for the full-sized industrial instances. When we consider the gap at the root node, the LP gaps are improved marginally even if CPLEX is invoked with its preprocessing and cutting methods. The LP gap is closed for most tiny industrial instances. For the remaining instances, the gap is reduced by less than 0.5%. Considering model ( W ), no significant impact of such methods is observed at the root node. Last, it is noteworthy that the CPU times increase significantly, even if they remain small.
Branch-and-bound performance
For a fair comparison of the different formulations, we provide as initial upper bounds to CPLEX the optimal values and deactivate the primal heuristics. We study the performance of CPLEX according to two branching strategies. The choice of the branching variables is done in priority either among the y i variables or among the z j variables. Tables 4 and 5 report for priority branching on y i variables and z j variables, respectively, the average number of nodes in the branch-and-bound tree, the gap (with respect to the optimal values) and the CPU time in seconds. A CPU time limit of 36,0 0 0 seconds was set. When y i variables are continuous in the model solved, i.e., ( W C ), ( S C ) and (S C P ) , the results of branching in priority on y i variables ( Table 4 ) mean that no priority rule is imposed among all binary variables. Similarly, when z j variables are not present in the model solved, i.e., ( S P ) and (S C P ) , the results of Table 5 show no priority rule among the remaining binary variables.
We first comment on the results for the instances of type "I". Branching on y i variables reveals itself to be a good option on such instances. In Table 4 , models ( W ), ( S ) and ( S P ) require less than half the number of nodes, compared with the three other MIP formulations, for which y i variables are continuous and no priority is imposed among all binary variables. When branching is performed in priority on z j variables, as shown in Table 5 , model ( S C ) requires prohibitive computational times, while the best results in terms of nodes and CPU times are obtained with models ( W ) and ( S P ). These results indicate that branching in priority on z j variables is a poor strategy for these instances. This is easily explained by the fact that, for these instances, there are no costs associated with these variables. Overall, it is more efficient to branch in priority on y i variables for the instances of type "I", with the best results obtained with model ( S P ), for which z j variables are not present.
The picture changes completely when instances of type "L" are solved. Indeed, when branching in priority on y i variables, models ( W ), ( S ), ( S P ) and (S C P ) behave poorly, and the three models for which y i variables are binary, ( W ), ( S ) and ( S P ), fail to solve these instances to optimality systematically. In Table 4 , the best results are obtained with the two models for which y i variables are continuous and that include z j variables, i.e., ( W C ) and ( S C ). The results reported in Table 5 confirm this behaviour: ( S P ) and (S C P )
requires prohibitive computational times and cannot be solved to optimality for all instances, while the formulation leading to the best performances, both in terms of CPU times and number of nodes, is ( S C ). This is explained by the fact that, when branching on z j variables, t ij variables can be quickly fixed, due to constraints (11) . For the same reason, model ( S ) also performs well, being second after ( S C ), but the latter is superior simply because it does not include y i variables. Overall, it is more efficient to branch in priority on z j variables for the instances of type "L", with the best results obtained with model ( S C ), for which the binary requirements on y i variables are relaxed. Note that, on the instance of Fig. 1 , we observed in a similar way the superiority of the branching priority on z j variables over the branching priority on y i variables (see the end of Section 2 ).
It is interesting to note that, for all instances, model (S C P ) performs relatively poorly, compared with the others. This is explained by the fact that CPLEX has to branch only on t ij variables, since y i variables are continuous and z j variables are not present in formulation (S C P ) . In contrast, branching in priority on y i variables (for instances of type "I") or z j variables (for instances of type "L") is more efficient, since it can quickly fix t ij variables. In spite of being dominated by the other models, mostly because of the branching strategy adopted by CPLEX, model (S C P ) is interesting and was used as a basis for developing the Lagrangian relaxation method presented in Gendron et al. (2016) .
Conclusions
We have compared, both theoretically and experimentally, six MIP formulations for the TUFLP-S. The models differ first in the way they define the single assignment constraints: weak models use the most obvious definition that involves only the depotsatellite assignment variables t ij , while strong models introduce a tight connection between variables t ij and the satellite location variables z j . Using this connection, it is possible to project out the z j variables, thus obtaining equivalent strong formulations that contain less binary variables. Furthermore, by adding redundant linking constraints between variables t ij and the depot location variables y i , we can relax the integrality of variables y i . By using these two techniques, i.e., projecting out variables z j (only for the strong models) and relaxing the integrality of variables y i after adding linking constraints (both for the strong and weak models), we have obtained two equivalent weak models, ( W ) and ( W C ), and four equivalent strong models, ( S ), ( S P ), ( S C ) and (S C P ) .
On the industrial instances, which have no fixed costs on satellite location variables and depot-satellite assignment variables, our computational results show that it is beneficial to branch first on the y i variables. The model that shows the best performance on these instances is ( S P ), since it reduces the number of binary variables compared to ( S ), but keeps the integrality of the most significant y i variables. The model that shows the worst performance on these instances is ( S C ): it relaxes the integrality of the y i variables, while keeping the (meaningless for these instances) z j variables in the formulation. On the artificial instances, which have significant fixed costs on satellite location variables, our computational results emphasize the benefit of branching first on the z j variables. The best formulation for these instances is ( S C ), since it reduces the number of binary variables compared to ( S ), while also keeping the most significant z j variables in the model. The worst model for these instances is ( S P ), which projects out the z j variables, while enforcing the integrality of the less significant y i variables. For both types of instances, industrial and artificial, the model that minimizes the number of binary variables, (S C P ) , performs poorly. Model ( S ) is a good compromise, as it includes all types of binary variables. Branching first on the y i variables is the best approach for industrial instances, but for artificial instances, it is significantly better to branch on the z j variables. These results point in the direction of developing more general branching priorities that are adapted to the relative importance of the fixed costs, both for the TUFLP-S, but also for more general multi-level facility location problems. Indeed, it would be interesting to generalize our findings to multi-level facility location problems. In particular, we note that, when fixed costs on intermediate facility locations (here, satellites) are significant, the problems appear difficult to solve. Developing efficient decomposition methods to handle such difficult problems raises several theoretical and computational challenges.
